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1. The Sacred contract component has three key
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ingredients to it namely the extraction of the values.
This is done with utilizing the value list as per the
book “The Fifth Discipline” where there is a list of
seventy-eight values organised alphabetically and this
list is presented to the Clients / participants to review.
An exercise is then done where the participants have
to choose initially ten and then thereafter five and
then thereafter three. These values of the individual
participants are pooled and out of these values is
extracted the organisation’s key values. For the sake
of focus, the organisation’s values are distilled to
three core values.
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2. The following component of the sacred contract heading
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is extracting the vision from the participants. Here, guided
meditation is utilized by playing meditation and visualisation
music and the participants are then transported through
their lives into the present from the past and then into the
future where active visualisation is engaged in pertaining to
them observing what their ideal and perfect world would
look like. Specific emphasis is placed on the descriptors of
the ideal and perfect world and these descriptors are
extracted and the participants are given the three minutes to
in detail write down and journal what it is that they have
seen during their guided visualisation in terms of what their
ideal and the perfect world looks like.
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3. The various descriptors are articulated on the sticky notes
and listed on the flip chart for ease of reference. The
participants are given another five minutes to convert the
notes that they have made in their journals to the descriptors
on their sticky notes.
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4. The next section entails the articulation of individual
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missions of service and here the simple formula of I co-create
a world / organisation of _________(whatever the
descriptors are as per the vision exercise) by and then ,of
course, the activity that needs to be driven to create the
ideal world.
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5. Prior to going into the active description of and
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formulation of the mission statement, second guided
visualisation is engaged in where at this stage the participant
goes back to that space of visualising their ideal and perfect
world and the additional activity is for the participants to
fully visualise actively and graphically what it is that they as
individuals are doing to collectively achieve this ideal world.
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6. Once the individual participants have articulated their
missions and their missions of service are fine-tuned, then
the participants are supported to wordsmith a collective
mission for their organisation as to why it is that they believe
that they have given life to their organisation.
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Here the participants are supported to go from an unintegrated life of the
three bubbles of who they are as individuals, namely the personal self, the
professional self and the hobby self. These three core elements are often
in conflict under the pretence of "work-life-balance" which is ,of course,
attainable, but usually at great cost. The ultimate aim is "work-lifeintegration". This is a significantly more challenging path, but definitely
attainable, especially when one is clear on what the Sacred Contract is. The
timeline of this is generally at least 20 years, to the lifespan of a person.
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As we are well aware, the key interest of E-RMA is to support our Clients
to have a "complete-positive-legal-regime" in place. At the Centre of
this is the alignment of our Clients with their Sacred Contracts, and with
the work-life balance of this Meta-Strategy to effectively move forward,
the Professional/ Commercial element is focused on here. This is the
element that supports the cash and wealth generation of who the Client
is and who the Client is becoming. The general view here is a 60-month
view to ensure alignment with the Meta-Strategy.
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This empowers the Client to have a very clear
tangible Strategy in line with the Scaling-Up
model and the Strategy model of the
Balanced Scorecard. Again, the Client will be
reminded of their alignment at various levels.
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The key timeline here is to ensure that the Client
knows what must be dealt with on Monday and
how to roll out the Strategic Priorities (P) from
Priority One (P1) to the final Priority (PN).
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